The German navy prepared keys for the Enigma cipher machine that was the Wehrmacht's standard cryptographic system in a manner different from the army and the air force. They permitted the encipherers to select "random" starting positions of the rotors. The navy, on the other hand, prescribed these positions in keys when, in 1926, it adopted the Enigma. The motive for this is not known, but it proved superior to the other method, which was often compromised by the encipherers' using as settings three-letter sequences from the typewriter keyboard (QWE and RFV, for example) or from girlfriends' names or from obscene words. The consequence was that while Luftwaffe cryptograms in particular were read by the enemy early on, the Kriegsmarine Enigma defended its messages far better. Only when the British captured important keying documents could they begin to crack German naval messages.
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Readying the machine for use began with an officer. Only officers could prepare the so-called "inner settings" of the machine: selecting the three rotors to be inserted into the machine, inserting them in the proper left-to-right order, and setting to its proper position the alphabet ring that rode the rotor like a tire on a wheel. The inner setting remained in use for two days, so before every other midnight -later in the war, before every other noon -the radio officer set the new inner key. After he was finished, the enlisted radiomen arranged the outer settings: turning the rotors to their proper starting positions and inserting the jacks of the two-ended cables into their proper sockets on their plugboard. These settings changed every day. Then, to encipher each message, the radioman handling it had to establish the intricate message key. Only then could he do the easy part: press the letters on the Enigma keyboard to put the plaintext into cipher.
To ready the machine, the officer and the radioman would: a> Select the three rotors out of the eight furnished that the machine-setting list specified for that day. b) On each, turn the alphabet ring to the position prescribed in the machinesetting list and lock it in place with the pin.
cl Assemble the rotors on their shaft so that they would be in the order prescribed by the machine-setting list and insert them into the machine. d) Rotate the rotors until the three letters specified in the machine-setting list appeared in the lid windows.
e> Insert plugs into the plugboard to connect the pairs of letters prescribed by the machine-setting list.
With the machine thus prepared, the radioman moved to the message key. He would:
1) Determine the key net on which the message would be sent.
2) In the indicators book, find the section for that key net and pick out at random a three-letter key-net indicator.
3) Write this key-net indicator in the last three cells of the first line of the 3 encipherment form in the book-group column (perhaps so-called because for some years the German original was encoded in the Allgemeines Funkspruchbuch before being enciphered in Enigma).
or staff-grade message.
random a three-letter message-grade indicator.
form's book-group column.
4)
Make up a letter at random (a null) and write it in the first cell. 5) Determine from the message whether it is to be sent as a general-, officer-,
6)
In the indicators book, turn to the section for that grade and pick out at 7) Write it in the first three cells of the second line of the encipherment 8) Make up a letter at random and write it in the last cell of that line. 9) Combine the letters of the first cells in the two lines into a vertical pair. 10) Look it up in the bigram table in force and replace it with its cipher pair. 11) Write the two letters of this cipher pair horizontally into the first two cells of the first line of the radio-group column.
12)
Repeat this process with the three remaining vertical pairs in the bookgroup column, writing them horizontally into the fust two lines of the radiogroup column.
13) Press, on the Enigma keyboard, the three letters of the original, unenciphered message-grade indicator and write down at the top of the message form the letters that light up on the illuminable panel. This is the message key.
14) Turn the rotors until the letters of the message key show in the lid windows.
The cipher clerk then wrote the plaintext into the book-group columns of the cipher form without word breaks but with an x to separate sentences and with q replacing the invariant letter pair ch. Ready at last for the actual encipherment, he summoned a colleague. As he pressed on the typewriter keyboard the successive letters of the plaintext, his co-worker wrote down in the radio-group columns of the form the letters that lit up on the illumination panel -the letters of the cryptogram. The cipher clerk crossed out the book-group column to avoid its being transmitted by mistake.
In the U-boat arrn, at least, ciphertext was not immediately sent. It was given to another radioman, who, using only the indicators that it carried, determined the message key and deciphered the cryptogram as would be done by a U-boat at sea. If he could not do so, the error was sought and corrected. Only when the cryptogram had been properly deciphered was it transmitted. 
